OAKLAND AREA Hotel Shuttles AND CAB / LIMO Info:

DESTINATION:
4720 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
CIC Bldg, aka Collaborative Innovation Center aka RMCIC Bldg
(the shuttle / taxi driver may need to know that it shares the parking area with Hamburg Hall, Smtth Hall, Newell-Simon Hall and the non-Forbes entrance to Gates / Hillman Center)

OAKLAND AREA HOTEL SHUTTLE INFO AND NUMBERS

• (For the early morning, they leave on a set schedule and run guests as needed in single departures)
• Mid-morning until evening, they will run on demand based on availability.
• You should check with the front desk to verify the timing (when on demand starts, last run of the evening, radius, etc).
• CMU is within their radius. They do not drive guests to the airport.

Courtyard Marriott Shadyside (am schedule: Hour on the half hour)
Main number; ask for shuttle service - 412-683-3113
Hampton (am schedule: Runs on the hour) - 412-861-1608
Main hotel number - 412-681-1000
Hilton Garden Inn (am schedule: Runs on the hour) - front desk reservation for am
Call for pick up - 412-901-5483
Main hotel number - 412-683-2040
Residence Inn by Marriott (am schedule: Runs every 45 minutes)
Call for pick up - 412-670-4070 or -0904
Main hotel number - 412-621-2200
Shadyside Inn Arrange at the front desk or by calling 412-441-4444
Wyndham (am schedule: Runs every hour on the half hour)
Call for pick up - 412-915-1573
Main hotel number - 412-682-6200

CAB COMPANIES / LIMO SERVICES

Uber: https://www.uber.com/cities/pittsburgh
Yellow Cab – 412-321-8100
Cab Service – 412-855-4484
Veteran's Taxi – 412-481-8387
West Penn Coach - Jim – 412-848-5466

THESE NEXT SEVERAL SELECTIONS ARE MORE LIKE LIMO SERVICES AND GENERALLY NEED AN ADVANCE RESERVATION / AT LEAST A FEW HOURS' NOTICE

Larry Waite – 412-401-5466 (he's usually our first choice) lawlimo@aol.com
John B. James – 412-351-2849
Gateway Limo – 412-782-5800
Bill Harper – 412-861-3150 or 412-531-1940
Pittsburgh Transportation Group – 412-444-4444
Corporate Sedan Service LLC – 412-761-4909
Corporate Cab Service – 412-882-0000
Classy Cabs – 412-322-5080
Regency – 412-321-6800